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Classification of curves

2.1 CONIC SECTIONS
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Draw a perpendicular line (any convenient length) at point V1 and taking radius as V1 F1 and
centre as V1, draw an arc which cuts the perpendicular line at a point B such that V1 B = V1 F1,
as shown in Fig. 2.5(i).

Fig. 2.5

Procedural phenomena of eccentric method for ellipse

Step 4: Join A, B and extend it conveniently.
Step 5: Draw a 45° line from the foci F1 such that it meets the extended AB line at a point C.
Drop a vertical line from point \C onto the axis line AA, which gives the second vertex V2.
Step 6: Mark any number of points (which may or may not be equidistant) in between vertices
V1 & V2 and name them 1, 2, 3,….
Step 7: Draw perpendicular lines at these divided points 1, 2, 3,…. such that they meet extends
AB line at points 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,…. , as shown in Fig. 2.5(ii).
Step 8: Take 1 – 1¢as radius and centre as F1, cut the perpendicular line 1 – 1¢ on either side of
the axis, to generate two points named P1 and P ¢1 on either side of the axis line.
Step 9: Repeat step 8 taking (2 – 2¢),(3 – 3¢),(4 – 4¢)… as radius and centre as F1 only, cut the
respective perpendicular lines (2 – 2¢),(3 – 3¢),(4 – 4¢)…, which generates points P2, P3, P4,…
on either side of the axis line, as shown in Fig. 2.5(iii).
Step 10: Join all the points P1, P2, P3, P4,… including vertices V1 & V2 by smooth curves, which
will give the required ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2.5(iv).
NOTE
For ellipse we have 2 focus points hence, take the distance between the first vertex and foci
V1 – F1 and mark it from the other vertex V2 towards inside the ellipse, to get the second focus
point, F2.
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Procedural phenomena of eccentric method for ellipse

2.1.2.a Procedure to construct a tangent and a normal to the conic sections
developed using the eccentricity method
Step 1: Construct the conic section using the eccentricity method.
Step 2: Mark a point on the conic section with the given distance, where the normal and the
tangent are required and name that point R. Join R to the focus point F1.
Step 3: Draw a perpendicular line to RF1 , so that it touches the directrix at the point T.
Step 4: Join points T, and R and extend it to get a tangent line.
Step 5: Draw a perpendicular line to the tangent TR to get the normal line, to the given conic
section, as shown in Fig. 2.5a (i & ii).

Fig. 2.5a

Procedural phenomena of drawing tangent and normal to an ellipse
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Step 8: Join all the points P1, P2, P3, P4,…, P ¢1, P ¢2, P ¢3, P ¢4,…including vertex V1 by smooth
curves, which gives the required parabola, as shown in Fig. 2.6(iv).

Fig. 2.6

2.1.4

Procedural phenomena of eccentric method for parabola

Eccentricity Method for Construction of Hyperbola

(Given eccentricity (a/b) and focus distance from directrix)
Step 1: Draw a vertical directrix line DD and an axis line AA perpendicular to it, of convenient
length. Mark the focus distance from the directrix on the axis line and name the point F1.
Step 2: Divide the line segment AF1 into equal number of parts, such that the number of parts is
equal to the sum of the numerator and the denominator of the eccentricity ratio, e.g., say, if the
eccentricity ratio is 3/2 then divide the line segment AF1 into (3 + 2 = 5) 5 parts.
Step 3: Use the eccentricity formula e =

V1 F1 3
= to locate the vertex V1 on the axis line such
AV1 2

that V1 F1 is equal to 3 parts (numerator) and AV1 is equal to 2 parts (denominator), among the
five parts divided.
Draw a perpendicular line at point V1 of convenient length and taking radius as V1 F1 and centre
as V1, draw an arc which cuts the perpendicular line at a point named B, such that V1 B = V1 F1.
Step 4: Join A, B and extend it conveniently as shown in Fig. 2.7(i).
Step 5: Mark any number of points (which may or may not be equidistant) to the right side of
vertex V1 and name them 1, 2, 3,…
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Step 6: Draw perpendicular lines at these divided points 1, 2, 3,…. such that they meet, AB
extend line at points 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,…., as shown in Fig. 2.7(ii).
Step 7: Take 1 – 1¢ as radius and centre as F1, cut the perpendicular line 1 – 1¢ on either side of
the axis, to get 2 points named P1 on either side of the axis line AA.

Fig. 2.7

Procedural phenomena of eccentric method for hyperbola

Step 8: Repeat step 7 taking (2 – 2¢),(3 – 3¢),(4 – 4¢)… as radius and centre as F2 only, cut the
same perpendicular lines (2 – 2¢),(3 – 3¢),(4 – 4¢)… respectively, which generates points P2, P3,
P4,…,on either side of the axis line, as shown in Fig. 2.7(iii).
Step 9: Join all the points P1, P2, P3, P4,…, P ¢1, P ¢2, P ¢3, P ¢4,…, including vertices V1 & V2 by
smooth curves, which gives the required hyperbola, as shown in Fig. 2.7(iv).
NOTE
5: To generate the other half of the hyperbola, take the axis line AA towards the left
direction of the directrix line DD and repeat step 1 to step 10, to obtain the below shown
Fig. 2.7a.
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Fig. 2.7

Procedural phenomena of eccentric method for double hyperbola

Fig. 2.7a

Procedural phenomena of eccentric method for double hyperbola
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2.1.5.a

Concentric circles method (Given major and minor axes)

Step 1: Draw horizontal major axis length and also minor axis from the midpoint of the major
axis vertically. Name the major axis V1, V2 and minor axis as V3, V4.

Fig. 2.9

Constructional procedure of ellipse using concentric circles method

Step 2: Take half of the major axis as radius and from any of the minor axis ends (V3 or V4) as
centres, cut the major axis on either side of the minor axis to obtain points called foci. Name
them F1 and F2, as shown Fig. 2.9(i).
Step 3: Take half of the major and minor axes as the radius and draw two concentric circles.
Step 4: Divide the inner circle into 8 equal parts and name them 1, 2, 3,… in any direction.
Extend these division lines of the inner circle onto the outer circle, such that the outer circle also
is divided into the same number of equal parts as that of the inner circle and name them 1¢, 2¢,
3¢,…, as shown in Fig. 2.9(ii).
Step 5: From the division points (1¢, 2¢, 3¢,…) on the outer circle, draw vertical lines towards the
interior. From the division points (1, 2, 3,…) on the inner circle, draw horizontal lines towards
the exterior, so that the vertical and horizontal lines of the corresponding division points meet
at a point. Name these points P1, P2, P3,… as shown in Fig. 2.9(iii).

Curves
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Step 6: Join all the intersection points P1, P2, P3,… to get the required ellipse, as shown in Fig.
2.9(iv).

Fig. 2.9

2.1.5.b

Constructional procedure of ellipse using concentric circles method

Foci/arcs of circle method (Given major and minor axes)

Step 1: Draw the major axis V1, V2, of the given length and minor axis V3, V4, meeting at midpoint
O as shown below.
Step 2: Take half of the major axis as radius and from any of the minor axis ends (V3 or V4) as
centres, cut the major axis on either side of the minor axis to get points called foci. Name them
F1 and F2.
Step 3: Divide the length between F1 and O into a few number of divisions (divisions may or
may not be equidistant) and name them 1, 2, 3,…, as shown Fig. 2.10(i).

Fig. 2.10

Constructional procedure of ellipse using arcs of circles method
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Fig. 2.10

Constructional procedure of ellipse using arcs of circles method

Step 4: Take V1 – 1 as radius and centre F1, draw arcs on either side of the major axis. Using
the same radius and centre as F2 , draw two more arcs on either side of the major axis, which
gives four arcs on either side of the major axis, as shown in Fig. 2.10(ii).
Step 5: Take 1 – V1 as radius and centre F1, cut the arcs generated by F2 centre and using the
same radius and centre F2 cut the arcs generated by F1 centre, to get four points P1, Q1. R1,
S1, such that 2 points on one side and the other 2 points on the other side of the major axis,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.10(iii).
Step 6: Repeat steps 4 and 5, taking (V1 – 2, 2 – V2), (V1 – 3, 3 – V2)….., as radius, to get several
intersection points like P2, Q2. R2, S2, P3, Q3. R3, S3,…….., and then join all these intersection
points with a smooth curve, which gives the required ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2.10(iv).
2.1.5.c

Oblong method (Given major and minor axes)

Step 1: Draw the major axis V1, V2 of the given length and minor axis V3, V4 meeting at midpoint
O.
Step 2: Take half of the major axis as radius and from any of the minor axis ends (V3 or V4) as
centres, cut the major axis on either side of the minor axis to get two points called foci. Name
the foci F1 F2 respectively.
Step 3: Enclose the 2 axes in a rectangle A, B, C, D, including all the four vertices V1, V2, V3,
V4, such that the length of the rectangle is equal to the major axis length and width equal to
minor axis length.
This rectangle A, B, C, D, comprises four similar rectangles V1 – O – V3 – D, O – V2 – C,
V3, V2 – O – V4 – B, V4 – O – V1 – A respectively of lengths equal to half of major axis length
and width equal to half of minor axis length, as shown in Fig. 2.11 (i).
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Fig. 2.11
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Constructional procedure of ellipse using oblong method

Step 4: Consider any rectangle (say V1 – O – V3 – D ) among the four similar rectangles. Divide
its length V1 – O and width V1 – D into equal parts of the same number. Name the divisions
1, 2, 3,… and 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,… on the length and width divisions respectively.
Start naming the divisions starting only from the major axis vertices, as shown in Fig. 2.11(ii).
Step 5: Join division points 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,… on the rectangular width V1 – O to the minor axis vertex
V3 which is on the opposite width side, with straight lines to get 1¢ – V3, 2¢ – V3, 3¢ – V3 … lines.
Similarly, join division points 1, 2, 3,… on the rectangular length V1 – O to the other minor
axis vertex V4 with straight lines to get 1 – V4, 2 – V4, 3 – V4 … lines, as shown in Fig. 2.11(iii).

Fig. 2.11

Constructional procedure of ellipse using oblong method

Step 6: Extend the lines 1 – V4, 2 – V4, 3 – V4 …passing from rectangular length divisions only,
onto the corresponding numbered lines joined to the other minor axis vertex, i.e., onto 1¢ – V3,
2¢ – V3, 3¢ – V3 … lines to get intersection points. Name these intersection points P1, P2, P3,
… as shown in Fig. 2.11(iv).
Step 7: Repeat steps 4 to 6 on remaining similar rectangles to generate points Q1, Q2, Q3, … ,
R1, R2, R3, … , S1, S2, S3, … respectively. Join all these intersection points with a smooth curve
to get the required ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2.11(v & vi).
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Fig. 2.11

Constructional procedure of ellipse using oblong method

2.1.5.d Procedure to draw a normal and a tangent at given point on the ellipse,
drawn with special methods
Step 1: Mark the point on the curve where the tangent required and name it as G. Join the point
G to the two foci points F1 & F2, to make an angle –F1 G F2 as shown in Fig. 2.12(i).
Step 2: Bisect this angle –F1 G F2 using the bisecting method, and extend it out with the normal
to the ellipse and draw a line perpendicular to the normal which shows the tangent, as shown
in Fig. 2.12(ii).

Fig. 2.12

Tangent and normal to ellipse constructed with special methods

EXAMPLE 2.4: Construct an ellipse having major axis of 100 mm and minor axis of 60 mm,
using any two special methods of constructing ellipse.
SOLUTION: Given data: Major axis V1V2 = 100 mm and minor axis V3V4 = 60 mm.

mm, using any two special methods of constructing ellipse.
SOLUTION: Given data: Major axis V1V2=100 mm and minor axis V3V4= 60 mm. Curves 45
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SOLUTION: Given data: Major axis V1V2 = 120 mm and distance between two foci F1F2 = 90 mm.
Draw a horizontal line of length of major axis 120 mm and name it as V1V2. Then mark the
midpoint O and draw a vertical line from this point of convenient length. Mark distance OF1
= 45 mm on one side of the vertical line and the other distance OF2 = 45 mm on other side of
the vertical line.
Take half of the major axis OV1 = 60 mm and from any foci cut the vertical line at two points
V3 and V4 on the either side of the major axis. These two generated points V3 and V4 represent
the minor axis end points.
Using the major axis and minor axis and procedure of the concentric circles method or foci/
arc method or the oblong method, results shown in Fig. Pb2.5.
EXAMPLE 2.6: Construct an ellipse having major axis of 100 mm and minor axis 60 mm. Use
one half of the ellipse using concentric circles and other half using the oblong method.
SOLUTION: Given data: Major axis V1V2 = 120 mm and minor axis V3V4 = 60 mm.

Fig. Pb2.6

Draw a horizontal line of length of major axis 120 mm and name it V1V2. Then mark the
midpoint O and draw a vertical minor axis line of length 30 mm on either side of major axis line.
Draw two concentric semicircles of diameters half of major and minor axes respectively.
Divide these semicircles into four equal parts and follow the procedure of the concentric circles
method to generate half of the ellipse.
On the other side of the vertical minor axis, enclose the minor axis line and half the major axis;
enclose them in a rectangle making the rectangle divided into two parts. Using the procedure of
the oblong method complete the other half of the ellipse, which as shown in Fig. Pb2.6.
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Fig. Pb2.7

Draw two given conjugate axes AB and CD of lengths 120 mm and 80 mm respectively
at angle 120° inclination with each other. Enclose the two conjugate axes AB and CD in a
parallelogram EFGH and apply procedure of the oblong method to generate an ellipse.
To find the major and minor axes, take half of the conjugate axis length CD as radius and C
as centre, cut the ellipse at a point K. Join the points D and K. Draw a parallel line to the line
DK passing through the origin O, which is the required minor axis V3V4. Draw a perpendicular
line to this minor axis, which generates major axis V1V2, as shown in Fig. Pb2.7.

2.1.6

Special Method for Constructing Parabola

(Given base and axis height of the parabola)
When a section plane cuts a right circular cone, such that it is parallel to any one of the extreme
generator, we generate a section called parabola. It follows the mathematical relation y2 = 4ax.
It is applied in the construction of arches, bridges, sound reflectors, etc.
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2.1.6.a Rectangle method (Given base and axis height of the parabola)
Step 1: Draw the given base as horizontal line and at the midpoint of base, draw axis vertically
of the given height. Name the base line as AB and axis line as CD, respectively. Hence, C is the
midpoint of AB.
Step 2: Enclose base AB and axis CD in two equal rectangles ACDE and CBFD such that axis
CD is the common side for both these rectangles.
Step 3: In rectangle ACDE, divide the sides AE and AC into the same number of equal parts.
Name then 1, 2, 3,…, and 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,…, respectively starting from the rectangle base corner A ,
as shown in Fig. 2.13(i).

Fig. 2.13

Constructional procedure of parabola using rectangle method

Step 4: Join the division on vertical side AE to axis line point D, to obtain the lines D – 1,
D – 2, D – 3, ….
Step 5: Draw vertical lines from divisions on the side AC, so that these vertical lines meet the
corresponding D – 1, D – 2, D – 3, ….lines. Name the intersection points of the vertical line
with D – 1, D – 2, D – 3, ….lines as P1, P2, P3,… as shown in Fig. 2.13(ii).
Step 6: Repeat step 3 to step 5 in the other rectangle CBFD also, to get the intersection points
R1, R2, R3,…to complete the parabola, with the given base and height, as shown in Fig. 2.13(iii).

Fig. 2.13

Constructional procedure of parabola using rectangle method
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Step 7: Join all these intersection point P1, P2, P3,… & R1, R2, R3,…including the base corner
points and axis line end point A, B, D respectively, to generate the required parabola, as shown
in Fig. 2.13 (iv).
2.1.6.b

Tangent method (Given base and axis height of the parabola)

Step 1: Draw the given base as horizontal line and at the midpoint of base draw an axis line of
given height vertically. Name the base line AB and axis line CD respectively. Hence, C is the
midpoint of AB.
Step 2: Extend the axis line CD to a point E such that CE = 2* CD.
Step 3: Join the extended axis end point E to base ends A and B, to form a isosceles triangle
DAEB with sides EA = EB.
Step 4: Divide side AE & EB into the same number of equal parts (even number of parts only),
using the division of line into equal parts procedure. Name the divisions on side AE as 1, 2,
3,…. Starting from A and similarly 1, 2, 3,… on side EB starting from vertex point E, as shown
in Fig. 2.14 (i).

Fig. 2.14

Constructional procedure of parabola using rectangle method

Step 5: Join division points 1 to 1, 2 to 2, 3 to 3,. …. with straight lines, to generate lines 1 – 1,
2 – 2, 3 – 3,… as shown in Fig. 2.14(ii).
Even number of parts gives a cross-check that when the lines 1–1, 2–2, 3–3,... are joined
between two division points of either side of the isosceles triangle, there exists a line which
passes through the actual axis height point D and it should be a horizontal line also.
Step 6: Mark tangent points to all these generated lines 1–1, 2–2, 3–3,... and join all these tangent
points including base ends A, B, which gives the required parabola, as shown in Fig. 2.14(iii).
The perfectness of the parabolic curve depends on the efficiency of the tangent points chosen
by the user.
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Fig. 2.14

Constructional procedure of parabola using rectangle method

2.1.6.c Procedure to draw a tangent and a normal to a parabola developed with
special methods
Step 1: Mark the point R at which the tangent and normal are required on the parabolic curve.
Step 2: Project a horizontal line from point R on to the axis line CD and name the intersection
point on the axis line as G, as shown in Fig. 2.14a (i).

Fig. 2.14a

Constructional procedure of normal and tangent to parabola
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Step 3: Take the distance between the end of the axis line “D” and point “G” as a length and
mark point “T” on the axis line outside the parabola, such that DG = DT, as shown above. Then
join points T, R and extend it to get the tangent line.
Step 4: Draw normal line N-N to the tangent T-R at point R, to get the required normal and
tangents for the parabola, as shown in Fig. 2.14a (ii).
2.1.6.d Procedure to locate a focus point and a directrix line for a parabola
developed by special methods
Step 1: Draw perpendicular line bisector to the tangent line segment T–R which intersects the axis
at a point named F, which is the required focus point of the parabola, as shown in Fig. 2.14a (iii).
Step 2: Take the distance between the end of axis line D and focus point F as length and mark
a point I on the axis outside the parabola, such that DF = DI.

Fig. 2.14a

Constructional procedure of focus and directrix to parabola

Step 3: Draw a horizontal line at the point C, which is the required directrix line, for the parabola,
as shown in Fig. 2.14a (iv).
EXAMPLE 2.8: Construct a parabola enclosed in a parallelogram of 100 mm and 80 mm, having
conjugate an angle of 65°. Use the rectangle method.
SOLUTION: Given data: Horizontal conjugate axis AB of length 100 mm and inclined
conjugate axis CD of length 80 mm, angle of the conjugate axes 65°.
Draw two given conjugate axes AB and CD of lengths 100 mm and 60 mm respectively
at angle 65° inclinations with each other. Enclose the two conjugate axes AB and CD in a
parallelogram ABEF and apply the procedure of rectangle method to generate the parabola, as
shown in Fig. Pb2.8.
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Fig. Pb2.8

2.1.7

Special Method for Constructing Hyperbola

Hyperbola is an open curve just quite opposite to an ellipse. Hyperbola has two foci points similar
to the ellipse but as the curve is a two half cut bowls, which lie outside the hyperbola curves.
When a section plane cuts a right circular cone by a cutting plane making an angle slightly
inclined to the axis of the cone, such that its angle of inclination is less than half of the cone
angle, then we generate a hyperbola. It is opposite in viewing of an ellipse and has mathematical
2
y2
relation x 2 - 2 = 1.
a
b

Definition of Hyperbola
Observing the point I, as shown in Fig. 2.15, we can say that if this point rotated along a
loop would generate the hyperbola, i.e., the difference of its distance from any location on the
hyperbola loop is constant and hence an hyperbola can be defined as “the difference of a point I
on the hyperbola from the two foci is always a constant equal to major axis”, i.e., IF1 - IF2 = V1V2.
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Concept of hyperbola

It is applied in construction of cooling towers, water channels, etc.

2.1.7.a Arcs of circles method (Given distance between vertices and foci)
Step 1: Draw the major axis V1, V2 of given length horizontally and mark half of the distance
between foci on the either side of the midpoint O of the vertices and name them F1, F2. For a
hyperbola, the foci point lie outside the vertices distance V1, V2.
Step 2: Divide the length in the direction away from the centre after any of the foci points F1
or F2 into a few divisions (divisions may or may not be equidistant) and name them 1, 2, 3....
Step 3: Take V2 – 1 V2 – 1 as radius and centre F1 draw arcs on either side of the major axis.
Utilizing the same radius and centre as F2 , draw two more arcs on either side of the major axis,
which gives four arcs on either side of the major axis.
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Step 4: Take 1 – V1 as radius and centre F1 cut the arcs generated by F2 centre and using the
same radius and centre F2 cut the arcs generated by F1 centre, to get four points P1, Q1, R1, S1
such that 2 points on one side and other 2 points on other side of major axis, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2.16(i).

Fig. 2.16

Constructional procedure of hyperbola using arc of circles method

Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4, taking (2 – V2, V1 – 2), (3 – V2, V1 – 3)…, as radius, to get several
intersection points like P2, Q2, R2, S2, P3, Q3, R3, S3,…, and then join all these intersection points
with smooth curve, which gives the required hyperbola, as shown in Fig. 2.16 (ii).
2.1.7.b Procedure to locate asymptotes and directrix, when foci and axis lengths
are given
Step 1: Draw the hyperbola using the arcs of circles method for generating the hyperbola. Locate
the vertices V1, V2, midpoint O and foci points F1, F2 on it.
Step 2: To the hyperbola with two branches, draw a circle having diameter of major axis distance
with centre as the midpoint O.
Step 3: Draw a vertical line at the two vertices V1, V2, and this vertical line meets the circle
drawn, at four points. Name them as A, B, C, D.
Step 4: Join the cross points A, C and B, D with straight lines passing through the midpoint O.
These lines when extended become the asymptotes, as shown in Fig. 2.16a (i).
Step 5: Draw another concentric circle with radius as half of the axis OV1 and with midpoint O
as centre. The two asymptotes cut this circle (smaller circle) at four points. Mark those points
and draw vertical lines called directrix and name them GH, JK.
or else
Step 6: Draw a vertical line at any foci point, such that it meets the hyperbolic curve at a point
named I. Join this point to the other foci point, thereby giving an angle –F1IF2.
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Step 7: Bisect this angle –F1IF2 and extend the bisector to the axis line to meet at a point E.
Draw a vertical line named directrix from this point E, as shown in Fig. 2.16a(ii).

Fig. 2.16a

Constructional procedure of hyperbola using arc of circles method

EXAMPLE 2.9: Construct a hyperbola having major axis of 60 mm and distance between the two
foci F1 and F2 of 100 mm. Use foci/arc of circles method. Also draw the directrix and asymptotes
SOLUTION: Given data: Major axis V1V2 = 60 mm and distance between the two foci F1F2
= 100 mm.

Fig. Pb2.9
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Draw a horizontal line of length of major axis 60 mm and name it V1V2 with centre O. Also
mark major axis V1V2 = 60 mm. Using the foci/arc method generate the hyperbola.
Using the major axis and foci distance as diameters, draw two concentric circles. From the
major axis vertices V1 and V2 draw two vertical lines, which cut the foci distance diameter circle
at four points A, B and C, D on either side of the major axis. Join the cross points (i.e., AC and
BD) with straight lines, which are the required asymptotes.
The two asymptotes generated, cut the circle of the major axis diameter at four points on
either side of the major axis. Join the two corresponding either side points, with vertical lines
thus generating the directrix for both the halves of the hyperbola, resulting in the Fig. Pb2.9.

2.1.8 Rectangular/Equilateral Hyperbola
(Given location of point on the rectangular hyperbola)
Rectangular hyperbola is a curve traced out by a “point moving in such a way that the product of
its distance from two fixed lines is always constant”. The two fixed lines will be at right angles
to each other and these lines are called asymptotes.
Step 1: Draw two axes x, y at right angles and name them OA,OB. Locate the point P(x, y) as
per the given coordinates.
Step 2: Draw parallel lines PC, PD to the two the two axes OA,OB respectively, from the given
point P(x, y), as shown in Fig. 2.17(i).
Step 3: To the right side of the line PC divide in a few number of divisions (divisions may or
may not be equidistant) and name them 1, 2, 3..., as shown.
Step 4: Join the origin O of the two axes to these divided points 1, 2 ,3..., to generate lines
O – 1, O – 2, O – 3...

Fig. 2.17

Constructional procedure of rectangular hyperbola

These generated lines cut the parallel line PD at some points and name them correspondingly
as 1´, 2´, 3´... respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.17 (ii).
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Step 5: From the division points 1, 2, 3... and 1´, 2´, 3´..., draw lines segments parallel to the
lines PD and PC respectively, which generates intersection points P1, P2, P3.... as shown in Fig.
2.17(iii).

Fig. 2.17

Constructional procedure of rectangular hyperbola

Step 6: To the left side of the line PC divide in a few number of divisions (divisions may or
may not be equidistant) and name them 1, 2, 3....
Step 7: Join the origin O of the two axes, to these divided points 1, 2, 3..., to generate lines
O – 1, O – 2, O – 3...
Extend these generated lines to cut the parallel line PD at some points and name them
correspondingly as 1´, 2´, 3´... respectively as shown in Fig. 2.17(iv).
Step 8: Repeat step 5 to generate intersection points on the other side of the line PC. Join all
these intersection points P1, P2, P3 with smooth curve including the given point P(x, y), which
gives the required rectangular hyperbola as shown in Fig. 2.17(v & vi).

Fig. 2.17

Constructional procedure of rectangular hyperbola
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The first complete arc of the cycloid consists of points such that 0 < q < 2p as shown in Fig.
2.18, for r = h.
The first complete arc of the cycloid consists of points such that 0 < θ < 2π
as
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Mersenne (1588-1648) gave the first proper definition of the cycloid and defined as “the
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trochoid and if h > r, it is a prolate cycloid/superior trochoid. And also stated that
circumference of the rolling circle (i.e., L = 2pr).
the length of the base equals the circumference of the rolling circle (i.e. L = 2π r ).
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The cycloidal curves can be classified in two categories as shown in Fig. 2.18a
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Fig. 2.18a

Classification of cyclodial curve
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Fig. 2.19(ii)

Constructional procedure of cycloids

Fig. 2.19(iii)
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Step 7: Join all these generating points by a smooth curve, which is the required cycloid, as
shown in Fig. 2.19(iii).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NOTE
Generating circle is a circle on which the point P which generates the curve lines.
Rolling circle is a circle which rolls on the directing line/circle and it may or may not
contain the generating point P.
In case of cycloids the generating circle and rolling circles are same.
Directing line is a tangent line to the rolling circle only.
The generating circle only has to be divided into equal number of parts. (In case of
cycloids, rolling circle and generating circles are one and the same but in case of
trochoids they are two different circles.)
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EXAMPLE 2.11: A two-wheeler model passes over a straight road to check its performance. The
diameter of the wheel is 60 mm. Construct the curve generated by a point on the circumference
on one of the wheels, while it completes its one revolution. To this generated curve, draw the
normal and tangent at a point 40 mm from the locus of centres.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 60 mm, tangent at point 40 mm from
locus of centres.
Draw the wheel of the given diameter and a tangent line to it with length equal to its perimeter.
Follow the procedure of the cycloidal curve and generate the required cycloid, resulting in Fig.
Pb2.11 and to draw the normal and tangent, cut the curve generated at a distance of 40 mm from
the locus of centre and from there taking radius of the wheel, cut the locus centre at point E and
there by following the procedure, generate the tangent and normal to the cycloid curve.

Fig. Pb2.11

2.2.4

Procedure to Draw Trochoids (Inferior/Superior)

(Given rolling circle and generating circle diameters)
Step 1: Draw two concentric circles of the given radius named rolling circle and generating circle
with common centre C. Mark a point Q at the bottom of the circumference of the rolling circle
drawn. Draw a tangent line called directing line QA of length pd from the point Q marked. Also
mark the generating point P on the generating circle.
Step 2: Divide the generating circle and also the directing line into equal number of parts (say
8 or 12) and name them 1, 2, 3,... and 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,... respectively, starting after the point P.
Step 3: From the centre of the circle, extend a line parallel to the directing line, on which the
centre of the rolling circle, always lie and is termed locus of centres and name it CB.
Enclose the vertical radius CQ, locus of centres CB and the tangent line QA in a rectangle
CQAB, such that CQ = AB and CB = QA.
Step 4: Extend lines from the divisions on the tangent line QA, so that these lines intersect the
locus of the centre line CB at different points and name the intersections C1, C2, C3,..., as shown
in Figs. 2.20a(i) & 2.20b(i).
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SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 80 mm, generating point at 30 mm
from the centre of the wheel.
Draw the wheel of the given diameter and a tangent line to it with length equal to its perimeter.
Draw another concentric circle of radius 30 mm naming generating circle. As the generating
point is inside the circular disc wheel, it generates inferior trochoidal curve and hence follow
the procedure of the inferior trochoidal curve and generate the required inferior trochoid, as in
Fig. Pb2.12.

Fig. Pb2.12

Inferior trochoid

EXAMPLE 2.13: A two-wheeler model passes over a straight road to check its performance.
The diameter of the wheel is 60 mm. Construct the curve generated by a point outside one of the
wheels, at a distance of 40 mm from the centre of the wheel, while it completes its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 60 mm, generating point at 40 mm
from the centre of the wheel.

Fig. Pb2.13

Inferior superior trochoid
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Draw the wheel of the given diameter, i.e., 60 mm and a tangent line to it with length equal
to its perimeter. Draw another concentric circle of radius 40 mm naming generating circle. As
the generating point is outside the circular disc wheel, it generates a superior trochoidal curve
and hence, follow the procedure of superior trochoidal curve and generate the required superior
trochoid, as in Fig. Pb2.13.
EXAMPLE 2.14: A two-wheeler passes over a straight road to check its performance. The
diameter of the wheel is 60 mm. Construct the curve generated by a point on the circumference
on one of the wheels such that:
i) The wheel rolls horizontal straight for half of its one complete revolution and rolls along
a vertical straight road for the other half of its revolution.
ii) The wheel rolls horizontal straight for half of its one complete revolution and rolls along
a inclined 60° straight road for the other half of its revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 60 mm.
Draw the wheel of the given diameter and a tangent line to it with length equal to its half
perimeter. Follow the procedure of cycloidal curve and generate the required half cycloid.
i) Then draw a vertical line of half the length of the perimeter of the wheel, vertically and
follow the procedure vertically to generate the other half of the cycloid curve, as in Fig.
Pb2.14(i).
ii) Then draw a inclined (60°) line of half the length of the perimeter of the wheel and
follow the procedure on the inclined line to generate the other half of the cycloid curve,
resulting in Fig. Pb2.14(ii).

Fig. Pb2.14

Half revolution cycloids

2.2.5 Epi/Hypocycloids and Trochoids
(Given rolling, generating circles and directing circle)
Observe a series of parallel sticks tied on to a horizontal stick. When the horizontal stick is bent
in the form of a bow, then the sticks which are parallelly tied also bend making some inclination
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R

Conceptual phenomena of hypocycloids and trochoids
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Fig. 2.23
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Step 3: From the centre of the circle, extend an arc parallel to the directing circle arc (equal
length), on which the centre of the rolling circle, always lie and is termed locus of centres and
name it CB.
Step 4: Extend lines through the divisions on the directing circle arc QA, so that these lines
intersect the locus of centre line CB at different points and name the intersections C1, C2, C3,....
Step 5: Draw arcs parallel to the directing circle arc from each of the divisions on the generating
circles. (i.e., 1, 2, 3,...), keeping O as centre, as shown in Figs. 2.24 (i & ii & iii) and 2.25(i &
ii & iii).
Step 6: Take radius of the generating circle rg and centres as C1, C2, C3,..., cut the corresponding
parallel arcs (i.e., C1 as centre cut the arc drawn from generating circle division “1”, C2 as centre
cut the arc drawn from generating circle division “2”, similarly repeat from all the generating
circle divisions), to generate the points P1, P2, P3,..., on the cycloidal curve.
Step 7: Join all these generating points by the smooth curve, which are the required epicycloids
and trochoids, hypocycloids and trochoids respectively, as shown in Figs. 2.26 (i & ii & iii) and
2.27 (i & ii & iii).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

NOTE
The generating circle divisions should always be named in anticlockwise direction for
epicycloids, starting after the point P. Similar naming should be in clockwise direction
for hypocycloids, starting after point P.
The directing circle divisions should always be named clockwise, starting after point of
contact Q.
Point Q is the contact point between the rolling circle and directing circle/line.
Point P is the point on the generating circle, from where trochoid curve starts.
The generating circle should always be divided into parts, but NOT the rolling circle.
For trochoid, the rolling circle and generating circles have different diameters and are
not one and the same.
The trochoid curve should always start from point P and should touch the other end of
the directing circle/line.
Directing circle is a circle in contact with the rolling circle only.

EXAMPLE 2.15: A two-wheeler passes over a curved bridge road to check its performance. The
diameter of the wheel is 60 mm and the radius of curvature of the bridge is 90 mm. Construct
the curve generated by a point on the circumference on one of the wheels, while it completes
its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 60 mm, radius of curvature of
directing circle is 90 mm.
Calculate the directing arc angle (q) using the formula and draw the directing wheel arc of
given radius 90 mm. Draw the smaller (rolling/generating) circle on the outer side of the directing
circle arc, touching each other at point Q. So the smaller circle generates a epicycloidal curve.
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C

90 mm

= 360 * r/R = 120°
Figure Pb2.15

Fig. Pb2.15

Follow the procedure of epicycloidal curve and generate the required epicycloid, resulting in
Fig. Pb2.15.
EXAMPLE 2.16: A circus person rides a bicycle of single wheel in a large globe. The diameter
of the wheel is 60 mm and the radius of curvature of the globe is 90 mm. Construct the curve
generated by a point on the circumference on the wheel, while it completes its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 60 mm, radius of curvature of
directing circle is 90 mm.
Calculate the directing arc angle (q) using the formula and draw the directing wheel arc of
given radius 90 mm. Draw the smaller (rolling/generating) circle inside the directing circle arc,
touching each other at point P and Q. So the smaller circle generates a hypocycloidal curve.
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Follow the procedure of hypocycloidal curve and generate the required hypocycloid, resulting
in Fig. Pb2.16.
EXAMPLE 2.17: A two-wheeler passes over a curved bridge road to check its performance. The
diameter of the wheel is 40 mm and the radius of curvature of the bridge is 40 mm. Construct
the curve generated by a point on the circumference on one of the wheels, while it completes
its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 40 mm, radius of curvature of
directing circle is 40 mm.
Calculate the directing arc angle (q) using the formula and draw the directing wheel arc of
the given radius 40 mm. Draw the smaller (rolling/generating) circle on the outer side of the
directing circle arc, touching each other at points P and Q. So the smaller circle generates an
epicycloidal curve.
Follow the procedure of the epicycloidal curve and generate the required epicycloid, resulting
in Fig. Pb2.17.
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Fig. Pb2.17
NOTE
Whenever the diameter of the smaller circle rolling over a bigger circle is half of the bigger
circle, we generate an epicycloid called cardiod.
EXAMPLE 2.18: A circus person rides a bicycle of single wheel in a large globe. The diameter
of the wheel is 25 mm and the radius of curvature of the globe is 25 mm. Construct the curve
generated by a point on the circumference on the wheel, while it completes its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 25 mm, radius of curvature of
directing circle is 25 mm.
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Calculate the directing arc angle (q) using the formula and draw the directing wheel arc of
the given radius 25 mm. Draw the smaller (rolling/generating) circle inside the directing circle
arc, touching each other at points P and Q. So the smaller circle generates a hypocycloidal curve.
Follow the procedure of hypocycloidal curve and generate the required hypocycloid, resulting
in Fig. Pb2.18.
NOTE
Whenever the diameter of the smaller circle is half of the bigger circle, rolling inside, we
generate a hypocycloid in the form of a straight line.
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EXAMPLE 2.19: A two-wheeler passes over a curved bridge road to check its performance. The
diameter of the wheel is 60 mm and the radius of curvature of the bridge is 80 mm. Construct
the curve generated by a point inside the circumference on one of the wheels at a distance of 20
mm from the wheel centre, while it completes its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Wheel (circular disc) diameter 60 mm, radius of curvature of
directing circle is 80 mm, generating point at 20 mm from the centre of the wheel.
Calculate the directing arc angle (q) using the formula and draw the directing wheel arc of
given radius 80 mm. Draw the smaller (rolling/generating) circle on the directing circle arc,
touching each other at point Q. As the point of curve generation is inside the circumference, so
the point generates an inferior epitrochoid curve.
Follow the procedure of inferior epitrochoid curve and generate the required inferior epitrochoid, resulting in Fig. Pb2.19.
EXAMPLE 2.20: A two-wheeler passes over a curved bridge road to check its performance. The
diameter of the wheel is 40 mm and the radius of curvature of the bridge is 80 mm. Construct
the curve generated by a point outside the circumference on one of the wheels at a distance of
30 mm from the wheel centre on one of the wheels, while it completes its one revolution.
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2.3

INVOLUTES

2.3.1

Introduction

An involute (also known as “evolvent”) is a curve obtained by attaching an imaginary string (or
a line segment), which is tangent to a disc (circular or polygonal) and tracing its free end(s) as
it is wound or unwound onto the given disc, as shown in Figs. 2.28(i & ii & iii). The involutes
of a circle can be represented in polar coordinates r, q.
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Step 3: Divide the circle into some parts ‘n’ (n = 8 preferable) and name them 1¢, 2¢,... in
anticlockwise direction starting next to the point of contact between circle/polygon and tangent
line, as shown in Figs. 2.29(i & ii) and 2.30(i & ii).
NOTE
In case of polygon, take the corners of the sides and name them 1¢, 2¢,...
Step 4: Divide the tangent line (AP) into same n number of parts as that of the polygon/circle
and these divisions are of equal length and name them 1, 2,... The naming 1, 2, …… n should
always start from the end point A and end with end point P.
NOTE
1. In case of unwinding the naming of tangent line (AP) and parts should be in such a way
that the contact point of the tangent line and polygon is named as point P and other end
point as A.
2. In case of wounding, the naming of tangent line AP end points should be such a way
that the contact point of tangent line and polygon is named as point A and other end
point as P, as shown in Figs. 2.29 and 2.30.
Step 5: Draw tangent lines of convenient length at all the dividing points on the polygon/circle.
(In case of polygon extend the sides as tangent lines), as shown below in Figs. 2.31(i & ii) and
2.32(i & ii).
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Constructional procedure of wounding a string
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Step 6: Take the distances of the divided points 1, 2, ……, n from the generating point P and
centres as divisions on polygon/circle. Cut the respective tangent lines and name them as P1,
P2,…… P8.
Step 7: Join all these points Pl, P2 …….. including the generating point P resulting in involutes,
as shown in Figs. 2.33 (i & ii) and 2.34 (i & ii).
EXAMPLE 2.23: An inelastic string of length equal to the perimeter of a circular disc of 60
mm diameter is to be wounded around the circular disc. If one end of the string is kept attached
tight to the disc tangentially, construct the involute curve traced out by the other end point of
the string, while it completes its one revolution.
Also draw the involute curved traced out by the end point, if it is to be unwounded from the
periphery of the circular disc.
SOLUTION: Given data: Circular disc diameter 60 mm, inelastic string length equal to the
perimeter of the disc.
Draw the wheel of the given diameter and an inelastic string kept tight tangential to it with
length equal to its perimeter. Follow the procedure of involute curve of wounding and to generate
the required involutes, resulting in Fig. Pb2.23 (i & ii).
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EXAMPLE 2.24: An inelastic string of length 130 mm to be wounded on a circular disc of 60
mm diameter. If one end of the string is kept attached tight to the disc tangentially, construct the
involute curve traced out by the other end point of the string, while it completes its one revolution.
SOLUTION: Given data: Circular disc diameter 60 mm, inelastic string length 130 mm.
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EXAMPLE 2.27: A straight line of length 120 mm is to be rotated on a circular disc of 60 mm
diameter tangentially at any point on the disc, without slipping. Trace the path by the two ends
of the straight line.
SOLUTION: Given data: Circular disc diameter 60 mm, straight line of length 120 mm.
Draw the wheel of the given diameter and straight line AP of 120 mm kept tangential to it.
Divide this disc into equal parts (say 8) and name it accordingly. Overlap the chord lengths
on the straight line AP (given), so that the representation of divisions on the straight line lengths
are made and named accordingly. Follow the procedure of involute curve of wounding for the
string length AP. And trace out the involute curves for both the ends of the straight line, resulting
the required involutes generation as shown in Fig. Pb2.27.
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EXERCISE
1. Show the path traced by the contact point of two circles having twice the diameter of
the other?
2. Define cycloid and involutes?
3. What is an Archimedean spiral?
4. Mention different methods for constructing an ellipse, a parabola and a hyperbola.

